
I: Thermostats 1Thermodynami limit forisokineti thermostatsG. Gallavotti� and E. Presutti�� Fisia-INFN Roma1 and Rutgers U.� Matematia Roma2August 19, 2009Abstrat: Thermostats models in spae dimension d =1; 2; 3 for nonequilibrium statistial mehanis are onsid-ered and it is shown that, in the thermodynami limit, themotions of fritionless thermostats and isokineti ther-mostats oinide.I. THERMOSTATSA test system of partiles in a ontainer 
0 and � sys-tems of partiles in ontainers 
1; : : : ;
� interat andde�ne a model of a system in interation with � ther-mostats if the partiles in 
1; : : : ;
� an be onsideredat �xed temperatures T1; : : : ; T� .A representation of the system is in Fig.1:
x = (X0; _X0;X1; _X1; : : : ;X� ; _X�)
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2Fig.1: The 1+� �nite boxes 
j \�; j = 0; : : : ; �, are markedC0; C1; : : : ; C� and ontain N0; N1; : : : ; N� partiles out of thein�nitely many partiles with positions and veloities denotedX0;X1; : : : ;X� , and _X0; _X1; : : : ; _X�, respetively, ontainedin 
j ; j � 0 and onsidered in the d = 1; 2 ases. The seond�gure illustrates the speial geometry onsidered for d = 3 (aswell as for d = 1; 2): here two thermostats, symbolized by theshaded regions, 
1;
2 oupy half-spaes adjaent to 
0.A formal desription of the model an be found in [1, 2℄.The temperatures in the thermostats will be identi�edwith their average kineti energy per partile.To implement the physial requirement that the ther-mostats have well de�ned temperatures and densities theinitial data will be imagined to be randomly hosen witha suitable distribution. If � is a ball entered at the originthe spae H(�) will be the spae of the �nite on�gura-tions (X; _X) with X � [j�0
j \ �.Initial data: The probability distribution for the randomhoie of initial data will be, if dx def= Q�j=0 dXj d _XjNj ! , thedistribution on H(�)��(dx) = e�H0(x)Z(�) Yj>0 Æ(Kj;�(x)� d2�jNj) dx (1.1)with H0(x) = P�j=0 �j(Kj( _Xj) + Uj(Xj)), and Nj =Æj j� \ 
j j with �j def= 1kBTj > 0; Æj > 0; j > 0 ; the values

�0 = 1kBT0 > 0; Æ0 > 0 will also be �xed (but bear no par-tiular physial meaning beause the test system is kept�nite).Here Æ = (Æ0; Æ1; : : : Æ�) and T = (T0; T1; : : : ; T�) are�xed densities and temperatures, � is a ball entered atthe origin and Z is the normalization fator.With the above hoie of initial data the physial re-quirement that the thermostats are in a on�gurationwith densities and temperatures assigned is realized attime 0. But the probability distribution is not invariantunder time evolution: beause the temperatures �j aredi�erent and also beause H0 does not ontain the in-teration between the system and the thermostats andbeause on the system will be imgained to at nonon-servative fores.The equations of motion (see Fig.1) in � = �n, with �nbeing the ball of radius 2nr' with r' a length unit thatan be hosen to be the interation range (see below),will be di�erent in the fritionless thermostats and inthe isokineti thermostats. They will di�er by the valueof a parameter a = 0; 1:m �X0i =� �iU0(X0)�Xj>0 �iU0;j(X0;Xj) +�i(X0)m �Xji =� �iUj(Xj)� �iU0;j(X0;Xj)� ��j _Xji (1.2)where the �rst label, j = 0 or j = 1; : : : ; � respetively,refers to the test system or to a thermostat, while theseond indiates the omponents of the oordinates ofthe points loated in the orresponding ontainer andinitially in the regularization box �n (hene the labels iin the subsripts (j; i) have Nj d values). Furthermore:(1) the �(X0) are, positional, nononservative, smoothstirring fores, possibly vanishing;(2) other fores are onservative and generated by a pairpotential ', with range r', whih ouples all pairs in thesame ontainers and all pairs of partiles one of whih isloated in 
0 and the other in 
j (i.e. there is no diretinteration between the di�erent thermostats).(3) partiles are repelled by the boundaries �
j by a on-servative fore of potential energy  , of range r � r',diverging at the walls. The potential energies will beUj(Xj); j � 0, and U0;j(X0;Xj): respetively denotingthe internal energies of the various systems and the po-tential energy of interation between the system and thethermostats.Uj(X) = Xq2Xj  (q) + X(q;q0)2Xj;q2�'(q � q0)U0;j(X0;Xj) = Xq2X0;q02Xj '(q � q0) (1.3)(4) in the ase a = 0 partiles will be allowed to exitthe regions 
j \ �n through the boundary of �n while



II: Time evolution 2if a = 1 they will be onstrained to remain inside theontainer 
j \ �n by an elasti reetion on ��n: thishoie of the boundary onditions is imposed mainly tomake possible referenes to [2℄.(5) the �j are determined so that the solution to theequations with a = 1 keeps exatly the same kineti en-ergy it has at time 0, i.e. d2NjkBTj , for j > 0, seeEq.(1.1); this means�j = Qj � _UjNj d kBTj (1.4)where Qj def= � _Xj � �XjU0;j(X0;Xj), is the heat ededby the system to the j-th thermostat.(6) The potentials ';  have been hosen j{independentfor simpliity. The pair potential ' will be supposedsmooth, � 0, with �nite range r' > 0, setting '(0)def= '0 > 0; the wall potential  will also be supposedsmooth at a distane r > 0 from the walls, � 0, withrange r , and diverging proportionally to r�� as r ! 0,for some � > 0.Hypothesis: The initial state distributions ��n are as-sumed to satisfy a large deviations property for the totalpotential energy Uj;�n(x); in the sense that for C > 0there is  > 0 suh that:��n�nx ��� �� Uj;�n(x)j
j \ �nj �uj�� > C '0N"j o� < e�2n(1�2")d (1.5)for suitable uj 2 R; " 2 [0; 1). This is a \no phase transi-tion" assumption (satis�ed in the luster expansion regionof the parameters T;� as disussed in [3, 4℄). Notie thatthe volume j
j \ �nj is O(2nd).The analysis will be restrited to the geometries inFig.1 if d = 1; 2 and only in the seond of Fig.1 if d = 3.II. TIME EVOLUTIONIn�nite systems are idealizations, not unommon instatistial mehanis, that must be onsidered as limit-ing ases of large, yet �nite, systems. We therefore allregularized equations of motion the Eq.(1.2) and denoteS(n;a)t x, or also x(n;a)(t), their solutions with data ran-domly hosen with the distribution in Eq.(1.2).Solutions exist (for all data in H(�), see the initialdata hypothesis in Se.I) by the standard existene anduniqueness theorems for ordinary di�erential equationsin the ase a = 0.The ase a = 1 involves elasti reetions on �� and aproof of existene of the evolution requires (by adaptingthe analysis in [5℄, see [2, Appedix I℄) obtaining exixteneand uniqueness for all initial data outside a set of ��n -probability 0.

We shall disuss results that hold uniformly in the sizen provided it is large enough. The results an be onve-niently formulated in terms of quantities de�ned below.Let v1 def= p'0m , jxi � x0ij def= j _qi� _q0ijv1 + jqi�q0ijr' , andW (x; �; R) def= 1'0 Xqi2B(�;R)�m _q2i2+ 12 Xj;j 6=i'(qi � qj) +  (qi) + '0�Ni(x) def= number of partiles within r' of qi; (2.1)Let log+ z def= maxf1; log2 jzjg, g�(z) = (log+ z)� , �n(q)= distane of q from [j(�
j [ ��n) and all XE def=fx j E(x) � Eg withE(x) def= sup� supR>g1=d(x=r') W (x; �; R)Rd (2.2)The set XE has ��n{probability approahing 1 asE !1uniformly in n (see, for instane, [2, Eq.(9.2)℄ hoosing = E and 0 = 1; () = � 0):��n(XE) � 1� Ce�E (2.3)for suitably hosen C;  > 0.Let d � 3, then given an initial datum x the motionS(n;a)t x exists for ��n{almost all x 2 H1=d and 8t � 0.Fixed arbitrarily an observation time � < 1 the mainresult will beTheorem 1: If x 2 H(�n) \ XE and 0 � t � � thereare  = C(E;�) < 1, 0 = C 0(E;�) > 0; 1 >  > 1=2suh that, for partiles whih at time 0 are in �k, i.e.qi(0) 2 �k. Consider, for n > k, the events(1) j _q(n;0)i (t)j �  v1 k 12 ;(2) �n(q(n;0)i (t)) � 0 r' k� 1� ; (2.4)(3) Ni(S(n;0)t x) �  k1=2;(4) j(S(n;0)t x)i � (S(n+1;0)t x)ij � e�02n=2 ; n > k;(5) j(S(n;0)t x)i � (S(n;1)t x)ij � e�0(logn) ; k < (logn) :The events (1-4) are realized for all x 2 XE, whilethe event (5) is realized with ��n-probability �n andj��n(XE)� �nj �  e�0(logn)2 .This means that, if �n is large, motion of the par-tiles lose to the test system is largely independent onthe regularization size n. And thermostatted motion andfritionless motions, near the test system, are also verylose.The uniformity in n of the onstants ; 0 is the reallyinteresting part of the statement.Items (1-4) are proved in [2, theorem 5, se.6℄ for d =1; 2; 3 (and for d = 1; 2, only, in [1, theorem 7℄ via a



III: Thermostatted evolutions 3di�erent method). Therefore the novelty in the presentpaper will be the proof of item (5): it will heavily rely on[2, Se.VII℄.For later referene it is onvenient to introdue a fewmore notations.Let C� the ube with side r' entered at a point � inthe lattie r'Zd. Let � be a subset of Rd and, using thede�nitions in Eq.(2.1),N�(x) def= Xq2� 1; V� def= maxq2� j _qjv1kxkn def= max�2�n max(NC�(x); "C�(x))g1=2(�=r') ; (2.5)where "C�(x) def= peC�(x), eC(x) = maxq2C( 12 _q2+ (q)).III. THERMOSTATTED EVOLUTIONSThermostatted evolution an now be studied by om-parison with the fritionless one.The problem will be studied by restriting attention toa suitable subset of the set XE def= �x j E(x) � E	.Consider the bands of points � at distane �0(�) withinr' and 2r' from the boundary �
0 of 
0:�� def= fq : �0(q) � r�g; ��� def= fq : �0(q) � 2r�g (3.1)By items 1,2,3 theorem 1 in Se.II (whih an be takenfor granted by the remark following theorem 1) there isC� > 0 (depending on E) so that, for all x 2 XE andwith the notations Eq.(2.5), for n large enough:maxt�� maxfN���(S(n;0)t x); V���(S(n;0)t x)g < C� (3.2)Fixed  one and for all, arbitrarily with 12 <  < 1, let�0 be the set where are realized the events delimiting thestopping time Tn(x)Tn(x) def= �max t : t � �; 8 � < t; (3.3)���Uj;�n(S(n;1)� x)j
j \ �nj � uj��� < '0N"j ; kS(n;1)� xkn < (logn)	:see Eq.(1.5) and Eq.(2.5) for notations. Split XE = An[Bn with Bn def= fx 2 XE : Tn(x) � �g : (3.4)Theorem 2: There are positive onstants C;C 0;  de-pending only on E suh that for all n large enough:

(1) if t � Tn(x), S(n;0)t x and S(n;1)t x are lose in thesense that for qi(0) 2 �(logn)jq(n;1)i (t)� q(n;0)i (t)j � C r' e�(logn) ;j _q(n;1)i (t)� _q(n;0)i (t)j � C v1 e�(logn) : (3.5)Furthermore with the notations in Eq.(3.1), (3.2), for nlarge enough and for all t � Tn(x):N��(S(n;1)t x) � C�; V��(S(n;1)t x) � C� + 1 (3.6)(2) the set Bn has ��n{probability bounded by��n(Bn) � C e�(logn)2+C0 : (3.7)Remarks: (1) The Eq.(3.5) together with the �rst fouritems of theorem 1 imply Eq.(3.6).(2) A sequene of initial data fxg = (x1; x2; : : :) sampledrandomly and independently with the distributions ��n ,i.e. with the distribution �0(dfxg) def= Q1n=1 ��n(dxn),will onsist of on�gurations xn 62 Bn for all n largeenough, by Borel-Cantelli's lemma and Eq.(3.7), beause > 1=2.(3) To prove item (1) and Eq.(3.6) we shall ompare theevolutions x(n;1)(t) with x(n;0)(t), at same initial datumx 2 XE and t � Tn(x), the latter being the stopping timede�ned in Eq.(3.3).Two preliminary results are neessary, namely thatthere is C > 0 so that for all n large enough the fol-lowing holds.Lemma 1: Let x 2 XE , t � Tn(x), see Eq.(3.3), andk � (log n), thenj _q(n;1)i (t)j � C v1 �k logn) ;jq(n;1)i (t)j � r' (2k + C �k logn)): (3.8)for qi(0) 2 �k and t � �.This lemma is needed beause, otherwise, the positionsand speed at time t annot be ontrolled in terms of thenorms kxkn at time 0: sine the partiles move they mustbe followed (a \Lagrangian" viewpoint).A orollary of the above will be:Lemma 2: Let N and � be the maximal number of par-tiles whih at any given time � Tn(x) interat with apartile qi initially in �k+1 and, respetively, the mini-mal distane of a partile from the walls. ThenN � C (k logn)d ; � �  (k logn)�2(d+1)=� (3.9)for all integers k 2 ((logn) ; 2(logn)).



IV: Appendix A: Entropy 4Remarks: (1) � is the power whih ontrols the diver-gene rate of the wall potentials.(2) The proof of the lemmas is in [2, Appendix L℄.Proof (of theorem 2): The proof of the key \entropybound" Eq.(3.7) is essentially idential to the proof ofthe orresponding statement in [2℄ and is reprodued inthe Appendix A, beause it requires some hanges withrespet to the analysis in [2℄ where the stopping timede�nition was based on the kineti energy rather then onthe potential energy as in Eq.(3.3).We shall now bound Æi(t; n) def= jq(n;1)i (t) � q(n;0)i (t)jagain following [2℄. Let fi be the aeleration of thepartile i, with q(n;a)i (t) 2 �k+1, t � Tn(x), and k def=(log+ n) , due to the other partiles and to the walls.If qi = qi(0) 2 �k, jfij � C (k logn)�0 , �0 def= (2d  +1) (1 + 1� ) by Eq.(3.9). Consider the two evolutions, fora = 0; 1 respetively,q(n;a)i (t) = qi(0) + Z t0 �e�R �0 a�j(x(n;a)(s))ds _qi(0)+ Z �0 ds e�R �s a�j(x(n;a)(s0))ds0 fi(x(n;a)(s))� d� (3.10)where the label j on the oordinates (indiating the on-tainer) is omitted and fi is the fore ating on the se-leted partile divided by its mass (for j = 0 it inludesthe stirring fore).Subtrating the Eq.(3.10) for a = 0 and a = 1 it followsthat for any qi 2 �k (possibly lose to the origin henevery far from the boundary of �k if n is large, beausek = (log+ n))Æi(t; n) � C (k logn)�02�n"d (3.11)+ � Z t0 jfi(q(n;1)(�)) � fi(q(n;0)(�))j d�:provided j R t2t1 �jdsj is bounded proportionally to 2�n"dfor [t1; t2℄ � [0; Tn(x)℄.From the de�nition Eq.(1.4) of �j the bound ofj R t2t1 �jdsj with [t1; t2℄ � [0; Tn(x)℄ is split into a bound onR Tn(x)0 �j jQj jdNj dt and a bound on �j jUj(S(n;1)t2 x)�Uj(S(n;1)t1 x)jdNj .The �rst bound an be derived from the inequalitykS(n;1)t xkn < (logn) (i.e. for t � Tn(x)) and it is � C(k logn)2�nd. This requires using lemmata 1,2 beausekStxkn only gives information about the partile that attime 0 are lose to the test system, while the i{partilemight be lose to C0 at time t but not at time 0.The seond bound also follows from the de�nition ofthe stopping time, whih implies the validity of the in-equality jUj(S(n;1)t2 x)�Uj(S(n;1)t1 x)jdNj � C 2�n"d. This alsomakes use of lemmata 1,2 (for the same reason as above).

Let ` be a non-negative integer, k` suh that2k` = 2k + `C (k logn) (3.12)and uk`(t; n) the max of Æi(t; n) over jqij � 2k` .The di�erene in the aelerations is bounded, bylemma 2, by the maximum number (k logn)d of the par-tiles whih an interat with qi(t; n) times max j�2'j,plus a term proportional to (k logn)(2d+1)(1+2=�) dueto the walls potential. Then by Eq.(3.11) and writing�00 def= (2 d  + 1)(1 + 2� ),uk`(t; n)r' �C (k logn)�02�n"d+ C(k logn)�00 Z t0 uk`+1(s)r' ds� : (3.13)for ` � `� = 2k=((k logn)C), the latter being the largest` suh that 2k` � 2k+1. By Eq.(3.13)uk(t; n) � eC (k logn)�00C(k logn)�02�n"d+ (C (k logn)�00)`�`�! C (k logn) : (3.14)Thus for n large enough uk(t; n) is bounded by ther.h.s. of the �rst of Eq.(3.5); analogous argument showsthat also the veloity di�erenes are bounded as inEq.(3.5) whih is thus proved for all t � Tn(x).It follows that, for n > ek1=0 and i �xed, givenqi(0) with jqi(0)j=r' � 2k0 it is jq(n;1)i (t) � q(n;0)i (t)j <u(logn) (t; n) � Ce�(logn) , i.e. for n large q(n;1)i (t) isloser than r' to q(n;0)i (t).Remarking that we know \everything" about theHamiltonian motion we an use suh knowledge by ap-plying Eq.(3.5) to partiles whih are initially within adistane r'2k0 of the origin, with k0 �xed arbitrarily, forall large n.Therefore the number of partiles in q(n;1)i (t) whih arein �� is smaller than the number of partiles of q(n;0)i (t)in ��� whih is bounded by C�.An analogous argument for the veloities allows toomplete the proof of Eq.(3.6), given the loseness of thepositions and speeds of the motions with a = 0; 1, seeEq.(3.5). Hene Tn(x) � � unless x 2 Bn and the proofof theorem 3, hene of theorem 1, is omplete.IV. APPENDIX A: ENTROPYEntropy prodution per unit time, in a on�gura-tion x, is naturally de�ned in terms of Qj = � _Xj ��XjU0;j(X0;Xj), interpreted as the heat eded by thesystem to the thermostats and it is given by:



IV: Appendix A: Entropy 5�0(x) =Xj>0 �jQj(x) (4.1)In the isokineti thermostat model, a = 1, and if thevolumes in phase spae are measured by the distribution��n , a diret omputation shows that this quantity dif-fers from the ontration rate of the phase spae vol-ume by �0(Q0 + �(X0) � X0) � �0( _K0 + _U0) (Q0 being� _X0 � �X0U0;j(X0;Xj)) and by a further \small orre-tion" �Qj+ _UjdNj , see also [6℄. It is:�(x) = �0(x) �Xj>0 �j _Uj +QjdNj + �0( _K0 + _U0): (4.2)The Eq.(3.6) yields a bound j�0(x)j � C, jQj jNj �C2�nd � C and also the last term in Eq.(4.2) gives asimilar bound (beause the number of partiles in 
0 isbounded in terms of E and _K0+ _U0 equalsQ0+�(X0)� _X0is bounded by Eq.(3.6) and, via the omparison with thefritionless motion in Eq.(3.5) and the �rst four items intheorem 1).Furthermore by the de�nition of the stopping time itis R t2t1 _UjNj dt � C2�n"d: so that there is C 0 andZ t2t1 j�(S(n;1)t x)jdt � C 0; 8 t1 � t2 � Tn(x) (4.3)Writing k� for the smallest integer � (log n)g(�=r�)(here g is hosen instead of the natural g1=2 in order tosimplify the formulae: reall that by de�inition  > 1=2),then odimension 1 surfae ontaining �0 splits into anunion over � 2 �n \ r'Zd of the union of S1� [ S2� [ S3,whereS1� =fy 2 �0 : jy \ C� j = k� ; jy \ �C�j = 1gS2� =fy 2 �0 : y \ C� 3 (q; _q); "(q; _q) = e"�gS3� =fy 2 �0 : Uj;�n(x)jVnj � uj = � '02n"d g (4.4)if e"� def= �(logn)g(�=r�)�2 and Vn def= 
j \ �n.By the assumption Eq.(1.5) it is not restritive to sup-pose that at t = 0 it is ��Uj;�n (x)jVnj � uj�� < 12 '02n"d g.

Abridge �j;n def= Uj;�n (x)jVnj � uj and onsider �rst thease of S3+. Let D � S3+ be the set of the x whih satisfy�j;n(x) = '02�n"d for a given j > 0 while �j0 ;nU(x) <'02�n"d for j0 > 0; j0 6= j.Then the probability ��n(D) an be bounded, seeEq.(3.2), byeC0 Z ��n(dx)� Æ(�j;n �G) j bGj�(N � �2nd) (4.5)where G is any value between 12 '0jVnj and '0jVnj and bG(x)is the derivative _�j;� i.e., from the equations of motion,bG(x) def= 1jVnj (Xq;q0 ( _q� _q0)�q'(q�q0)+Xq _q�q (q)) (4.6)and eC0 takes into aount the entropy estimate i.e. thebound Eq.(4.3) of the non-invariane of ��n .Averaging the bound in Eq.(4.6) over G between 12 '0jVnjand '0jVnj , our bound iseC0 j jVnj'0 Z ��n(dx)j bG(x)j�x (4.7)where �x is the harateristi funtion of the set wherej�j;n(x)j 2 [ 12 '0jVnj ; '0jVnj ℄. By Shwartz's inequality this is� eC0 jVnj'0 (��n( bG2)1=2��n(�x)1=2) (4.8)By superstability and the integral an be bounded aboveby C while the seond integral estimates the squareroot of a probability of a lage deviation and is there-fore bounded by by e�2n(1�2")d . Hene the ontributionof C3 to the bound on ��n(B) is (amply) bounded by ther.h.s. of Eq.(3.7).Similarly, the surfae areas ��n;�0(S1� ) and ��n;�0(S2� )indued by ��n on S1;S2 indued by �0 are bounded by��n;�0(Si�) � Cpne�[(logn)g (�=r')℄2 ; (4.9)(for suitable C; , funtions of E), also summable in n:this bound an be taken from Appendix J in [2℄ where itis derived in detail in the text following Eq.(9.41).[1℄ G. Gallavotti and E. Presutti. Thermodynami limitof isoenergeti and hamiltonian thermostats. arXiv:,0903.3316:1{9, 2009.[2℄ G. Gallavotti and E. Presutti. Nonequilibrium, ther-mostats and thermodynami limit. arXiv:, 0905.3150:1{ 22, 2009.[3℄ G. Gallavotti and E. Presutti. Fritionless thermostats andintensive onstants of motion. preprint, arXiv:1{6, 2009.[4℄ G. Gallavotti and S. Mirale-Sol�e. Statistial mehan-is of lattie systems. Communiations in Mathematial
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